CAST is a coordination model designed to support interactions among agents executing on hosts that make up a mobile ad hoc network (MANET). From an application programmer's point of view, CAST makes it possible for operations to be executed at arbitrary locations in space, at prescribed times which may be in the future, and on remote hosts even when no end-to-end connected route exists between the initiator and target(s) of the operation. To accomplish this, CAST assumes that each host moves in space in accordance with a motion profile which is accurate but which at any given time extends into the future for a limited duration. These motion profiles are freely exchanged among hosts in the network through a gossiping protocol. Knowledge about the motion profiles of the other hosts in the network allows for source routing of operation requests and replies over disconnected routes. In this paper, we present the CAST model and its formalization. We also discuss the feasibility of realizing this model.
Introduction
Mobile Ad hoc Networks (MANETs) are a special class of wireless networks, which do not rely on any external infrastructure and are formed opportunistically among physically mobile hosts. By definition, a MANET is an open, dynamic environment where hosts may join or leave the network of their own volition and connectivity between host pairs is transient, requiring a decoupled style of computing. Developing applications for MANETs is especially challenging because peer-to-peer interactions between hosts can be short lived and the hosts participating in the computation change often and in an unpredictable fashion.
Coordination middleware is a software solution that has been proven to be able to handle the open environment and decoupled interactions as evidenced by systems such as MARS [1] and KLAIM [2] , designed for wired settings, and systems such as LIME [3] , Limone [4] and Ara [5] which are targeted to mobile settings. However, mobile settings, and MANETs in particular impose additional challenges which cannot be handled by the current generation of coordination models. The key problem is that current technology has a very restricted definition of reachability in the dimensions of space (hosts must be strategically located in space so as to have access to a route to the destination) as well as time (the routes are only valid at the current instant). Handling more sophisticated applications requires us to develop models that expand the present narrow interpretation of reachability, allowing more predictable interactions with larger numbers of participants in a MANET.
CAST (Coordination Across Space and Time) is a new kind of coordination model that extends the reach of coordination activities across space and time by addressing restrictions imposed by current models. In the spatial domain, we use disconnected routing, a type of routing algorithm which does not enforce end-toend connectivity between the source and destination of a message. This type of routing algorithm is similar to source routing in that the complete sequence of intermediary hosts is specified in the message header. The difference lies in the manner in which the hosts that form the route are selected. We use information about the motion of hosts (exchanged among hosts using a gossiping protocol) to compute intervals of pairwise connectivity among hosts extending from the present moment for a fixed amount of time into the future. The hosts forming the route are selected such that the sequence of intervals of pairwise connectivity between them will be sufficient to deliver a message from the source to the destination. The message is temporarily buffered on each host when the incoming communication window and outgoing communication window do not coincide, allowing coordination among hosts that are never in direct pairwise contact.
CAST also addresses the temporal domain by offering operations that have an explicit space and time value associated with it. The operations are moved to the required location using the mechanism described above and held in an inactive status until the activation time is reached. If there is no route which can get the operation to the required location by the specified time, the middleware can immediately raise an exception and reject the operation. Spatiotemporal operations allow coordination to occur across the reaches of space and time, thereby expanding the reach of the model.
In this paper, we describe the CAST model and its operation. The model assumes the use of a gossiping protocol to discover knowledge about the motion of other hosts which is stored in a local knowledge base and used to compute disconnected routes. Atop this, we offer Linda-like coordination operations via a simple API. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides background and a motivating example. Section 3 formally describes the key concept of reachability upon which disconnected routes are built, while Section 4 describes the semantics of the operations we support. Section 5 covers related work in coordination models before we conclude in Section 6.
Background and Motivation
Typically, a coordination model is characterized by its use of a shared dataspace that offers the following operations: (1) out, which places data in the shared
